NEW MOBILE PPE SOLDIER STANDS

These mobile PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) stands are great for quick and easy access to hygiene consumables. Store gloves, facemasks, gowns, googles, hand disinfectant on one mobile stand.

Model 1585.2
Mobile PPE Stand with 1 Small & 1 Large Wire Basket

- Fully stainless steel
- 1 Basket 350 x 350 x 120mmH
- 1 Basket 400 x 400 x 200mmH
- 5-Star base with 2 locking wheels

Model 1585.2S
Mobile PPE Stand with 2 Small Wire Baskets

- Fully stainless steel
- 2 Baskets 350 x 350 x 120mmH
- 5-Star base with 2 locking wheels

All prices exclude GST & are valid until 22/12/17
NEW HPL OVERBED TABLE

- Solid HPL top for superior durability
- Hygienic table top with spill retaining groove and rounded edges
- Tray: 770mmL x 440mmW x 10mmD
- Height adjustment from 665mm-1035mm
- Strong powdercoated frame
- Available with 4 different coloured tops
- 4 Castors, 2 locking

Model 1853, Model 1854, Model 1855

SUPERIOR HYGENIC TOP

- Waterproof
- Cut resistant
- Heatproof
- Impact resistant

NEW HPL OVERBED TABLE

- Solid HPL top for superior durability
- Hygienic table top with spill retaining groove and rounded edges
- Tray: 770mmL x 440mmW x 10mmD
- Height adjustment from 665mm-1035mm
- Strong powdercoated frame
- Available with 4 different coloured tops
- 4 Castors, 2 locking

PREMIUM QUALITY BEDSIDE LOCKERS

High grade materials and components ensure these quality lockers are made to look good for years of constant use. With twin wheel concealed castors.

Model 1556

2 Colours:
- Warm White
- Manitoba Maple (Woodgrain finish)
GLIDE HILO EXAM COUCH  Rapid Mobility - All Electric Operation

“How do I get my patient out of the room quickly in a medical emergency?”

The GLIDE answers this dilemma with its large wheels, directional steering and one-touch central locking brake system.

- Electric height adjustment 460 to 910mm
- Electric adjustment of upholstery sections
- Hand switch and foot switch controls
- 225kg Safe Working Load

“Disappearing” Side Rails

Easy one-hand operation, these tuck right away under the upholstered top

MERIDIAN ADJUSTABLE TREATMENT RECLINER

The new electric treatment chair meets all the requirements of patients and staff which makes it perfect for dialysis, chemotherapy, ED & outpatients.

- Fully adjustable armrests drop down to seat height for lateral transfers
- 4 Motors control height, tilt, backrest and legrest
- Footswitch for height control. Handswitch for all functions
- Quick release handle for CPR position
- Central locking wheels
- Comfortable contoured cushioning

2 or 3 section options

Hand control with 6 buttons

Large wheels

Foot control for height adjustment

One-touch central locking brake system
BARIATRIC DROP ARM ADJUSTABLE PATIENT CHAIR

With new drop down armrest mechanism to increase seat width

- Adjustable seat depth
- Height adjustable legs
- Adjustable arms
- Seat width: 700-900mm wide

Arms can be lowered to accommodate larger patients

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE UTILITY CHAIRS

- 140kg SWL
- Height adjustable legs
- Strong powdercoated frame

LOOK!
This chair can be pulled up to a table

MODENA ADJUSTABLE HIGH BACK CHAIR

Patient chairs don’t have to be ugly!

- 175kg SWL
- Easy height adjustable legs
- Lightweight frame
- Mobility wheels

250kg SWL Wider Version

VERVE ADJUSTABLE PATIENT CHAIR

The Verve Chair by Dalcross is safer, stronger & better looking.

- Stronger Frame. 200kg SWL, built to last for years of 24/7 heavy use.
- Polyurethane armrests for Infection Control Superiority. No more split vinyl armrests... ever!
- Mobility wheels on rear legs
- Optional custom colours

Model VER-01BL
Upholstered in Blue vinyl

Model VER-01BG
Upholstered in Beige vinyl
HEALTHCARE RECLINERS

This slim, minimalistic design is built to fit in small areas while accommodating large patients comfortably. One of our most popular recliners!

• Large unbreakable “carer-operated” handle
• Anti-tip break-away legrest that goes down with weight
• Impact and split resistant polyurethane arm pads
• Large swivel locking wheels
• High quality heavy duty vinyl with gel underlay
• Goes to fully flat position

Model SAN-227
SanFran Recliner – 227kg SWL

Model SAN-300
SanFran Bariatric Recliner – 300kg SWL

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

Chaise Legrest
Folding & Rotating Table
Fold Down Arms
Removable Arms

IV Pole
Slide-out Footrest
Oxygen Cylinder Holder
Trendelenburg

Call: 1300 367 035
E info@dalcross.com.au
W www.dalcross.com.au
PHARMACY VACCINE REFRIGERATORS

Made in Denmark by the world leader in ultra-low energy consumption refrigeration.

• High and low temperature alarms
• Self-closing door with internal LED light
• Adjustable shelves
• Green energy - HFC Free
• Super quiet operation
• Uniform temperature throughout – No freezing against back wall.
• External alarm compatible

Available in 140L & 315L capacity

NEW IT / MONITOR MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

High quality professional mounting systems that can be configured to form perfect solution for your IT needs.

• Large selection of ergonomic computer, monitor and device mounting arms
• Effortless movement and positioning

COMPUTER CARTS

• For laptops & monitors
• Height adjustable, security locking worktop, slide-out keyboard

GREAT VALUE $1049

Excludes computer hardware
BROOKLYN SINGLE SOFA BED

*Compact in width, this Sofa is ideal for rooms where the space beside the bed is at a premium.*

- Mobile, super strong and easy to use
- Polyurethane arm pads for high wear
- Standard with swivel locking castors
- 227kg Safe working load
- 800mm Wide
- Also available in double seat width

THE SLEEPOVER OTTOMAN

*Designed as a luxurious and practical feature for single-bed hospital rooms, the Sleepover Ottoman facilitates visitor comfort like never before.*

*It’s a bed, a sofa and a chaise lounge. The corner backrest cushion can be used in normal chairposition, or chaise position with legs stretched out on the long seat cushion.*

- Unlimited choice of finishes
- Base cabinet incorporates strong drawers for personal effects or blankets
- Accessible castor brake lever for cleaning or relocation purposes
VISIANO LED PROCEDURE LIGHT

Ideal for Procedure Rooms, Outpatients, Delivery Suites, A&E Departments

- Sixteen powerful LED’s provide 60,000 lux at 0.5m
- Touch panel on light head
- Two selectable light colours – 3500º & 4500º Kelvin
- Four levels of brightness
- High energy efficiency & no globes to change
- Easy to position articulating arm system
- Available in wall, ceiling or mobile mount
- Made in Switzerland

NEW SEATLINE ELECTRIC STRETCHER

A new multifunction three-section stretcher, available with a motorised driving system for ultra-easy patient transport. Suits endoscopy, emergency and minor procedure applications. Patients can be placed in a seated position to aid recovery.

Supplied with hygienic mattress, drop down safety sides, IV pole and X-Ray compatibility.
COMPACT ARMCHAIRS
Contemporary and comfortable, our armchairs are ideal for both patients and visitors. Optimal height for easy entry and exit.

- Kennedy Chair
- Rutford Chair
- Taylor Chair
- Serenity Chair
- Vesuvio Chair
  Single high back & wide low back
- Paddington Chair
  Single & Double Seater
- Latina Chair
  Single & Double

METAL FRAME ARMCHAIRS

- Albert Chair
  Strong steel frame
  150kg SWL
- Albert Bariatric Chair
  Strong steel frame
  250kg SWL
- Dalton Beam Seat
  Strong steel frame
  Available in 2, 3, 4, & 5 seats per beam
- Whyalla
  Super strong steel frame
  One piece shell
  175kg patient weight

BARIATRIC VISITOR CHAIRS
The “Treacle” chair is available in two widths, to cater for both average and extra large users. Blue or Grey upholstery.

- Treacle XL
  300kg SWL
  With arms.
  Seat width: 650mm
  Model BTREA-01
  $495
- Treacle
  225kg SWL
  With arms.
  Seat width: 550mm
  Model TREA-01
  $395
- Treacle
  225kg SWL
  Without arms.
  Seat width: 550mm
  Model TRE-01
  $365
STAINLESS STEEL TROLLEYS
Setup, Gown, Instrument, Dressing trolleys. All sizes and configurations

WIRE BASKET TROLLEYS
Stainless steel construction
3 Sizes available

LOOK! LOAD REDUCING LINEN SKIPS
Save backs. Limit the linen load to 15kg.

STACKING IV POLES
SAVE SPACE: 5 stacking IV bases will fit into the same space as 2 standard IV bases.

THEATRE
Model 1565

SAVE SPACE: 5 stacking IV bases will fit into the same space as 2 standard IV bases.

STAINLESS STEEL
NEW PAEDIATRIC CUDDLE COT

This strong design provides safety to the carer as well as the patient.

Smooth, rounded edges with easy controls and handles are WHS friendly. The cot can be accessed from all four sides.

- Electric height adjustment
- Electric trendelenberg & reverse trendelenberg
- Hand control with cable
- Battery powered
- Removable head & foot panels with slots for any cables, tubing etc.
- Balanced, anti-tip base
- Central locking castors
- Four colours available

Model 1674

PAEDIATRIC

Bassinet Trolleys

Hi-Lo Baths

Coloured IV Poles
**NEW QUATTRO CARTS**

*Dalcross has created a new range of carts that are nicely designed and super strong.*

**Quattro Design:** Smart looks, super durable and Infection Control Friendly.

**Quattro Features:** Full width handle, Moulded top with radius corners, Slide out extension tray, Central locking drawers with seal lock, Components and cabinet tested for repeat heavy duty use.

---

**Quattro Anaesthetic Cart**  
*Model 1470A*  
Includes: 17 overhead flip bins, IV pole, sharps container, glove dispenser, waste bin

**Quattro Oncology Cart**  
*Model 1438L*

**Quattro General Cart**  
*Model 1438G*

**Quattro Paediatric Emergency Cart**  
*Model 1655A*

---

**Quattro Emergency Cart**  
*Model 1467A*

---

**Call:** 1300 367 035  
E info@dalcross.com.au  
W www.dalcross.com.au

All prices exclude GST & are valid until 22/12/17